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Abstract 
Program environments are now commonly used for parallelism on networks of workstations. 
There is a need for simple and consistent tools to measure algorithm performance on het- 
erogeneous networks. In this work we propose a generalization to heterogeneous networks of 
the classical efficiency formula E(N)=S(N)/N, where S(N) is the speedup on N processors. 
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1. Introduction 
Today’s scientific problems need more and more computing power. The present trend 
in supercomputer architecture development is to design parallel machines with power- 
ful processors of more than 1 Gflops. The workstation networks belong to this class of 
supercomputers. Environments like CHARM [18], Parform [7], P4 [6], PVM [ll, 141, 
appeared allowing users to consider their computer networks as a virtual parallel ma- 
chine. Most people have access to networks of computers. Furthermore, their total 
power has apparently no limit and some may even surpass actual supercomputers. 
However, because of the sequential part of many algorithms, massive parallelism 
performances seemed to be severely bounded (Amdahl’s law [l]). This law has been 
reevaluated [15] taking into account the relative independence of the sequential part 
size from the global problem size. This point of view is nowadays well established 
and supercomputers are designed to solve larger and larger computation size problems. 
Today, it seems obvious to the designers that parallel machines offer the best opportu- 
nity for improvement of supercomputers (CRAY T3E, IBM SP.. .). 
Programs developed on such heterogeneous architectures need to be benchmarked 
just as sequential programs and machines. Architecture performance parameters have 
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been proposed (see [ 171 and references therein). Users need to speedup upper bounds 
that can be ideally reached when several processors are used. These upper bounds yield 
a consistent definition of efficiency. Speedup and efhciency are synthetic performance 
enhancement measures of an algorithm on a parallel architecture compared to the single 
processor case. 
Most of the existing parallel machines and projects are based on homogeneous pro- 
cessor networks, i.e., their processors (or processor boards) are all the same. In most 
papers and books, e.g. [13, 16, 19,221, the relative speedup ’ and the relative efficiency 
are defined in the following way: 
s(jjqdZf T(1) and ~(~)‘!!?~fSo T(l) 
WV N NT(N)’ 
(1) 
where T(j) is the execution time on j processors and N the total number of processors. 
Nonlinear phenomena as those described in [ 121 (sequential control loop overhead, 
intermediate memory stores and loads due to the lack of registers,. . .) are not con- 
sidered here. We think that such problems do not play an important role, especially for 
a macroscopic approach on very large-size problems with relatively few processors. 
The efficiency definition is consistent in the following sense: it can be proven that 
S(N) d N, the equality is realized when the parallel program is perfectly load balanced 
with no latency and the communications are totally overlapped. Note that we implicitly 
suppose that each unitary operation has the same time cost in the sequential mode and 
in the distributed mode (e.g., one processor has enough memory to hold all the data and 
program.. .), otherwise better than linear speedup can be obtained (see [2]). 
For heterogeneous networks of processors, the speedup can no more be implicitly 
relative to the execution time on one processor, but must be explicitly relative to 
the execution time on a certain processors, because all processors are no more identical. 
In the second section of this paper we introduce a natural generalization of the 
speedup and the efficiency on heterogeneous networks. In the third section we study 
the speedup upper bound in the heterogeneous case. In the 4th Section we present 
some applications of these performance measures on parallel programs executed on 
workstation networks. 
2. Speedup and efficiency in the heterogeneous case 
On homogeneous networks the speedup notion is naturally relative to any of the 
(similar) elementary processors. When using different processors, there is no reason 
for choosing one particular processor as reference for evaluating the speedup. Thus, 
the relativity of the speedup notion has to be explicitly expressed for heterogeneous 
parallel machines (as in [5]). 
‘In [5] a nwre general approach is considered. In the following, we only study the Amdahl’s law. 
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Definition 1. Let W be the number of basic operations to do in the algorithm (W 
is the quantity of work), let T be the time to execute the work W on the RP (the 
Reference Processor) then 
def w 
P=T 
is defined as the power of the RP for this algorithm. 
For most numerical programs, p is given in Mflops (thus, W represents the number 
of floating operations to be performed on the RP). In the following, the RP is the pro- 
cessor used for the sequential algorithm. As the speedup is relative to the processor 
on which the sequential algorithm is executed, we use the following definition. 
Definition 2. The Speedup of a parallel algorithm involving a work W is defined as 
a function of the RP power p for doing W: 
Ge,(RP) 
W’,RP)= T(N) 2 where i’&( RP) = $. 
Note that N denotes the Network, whereas N is the number of processors in the net- 
work. In the homogeneous case, N is used for denoting both the parallel machine and 
the processor number, because all processors are identical. 
When using a parallel machine the work W is split over the N processors: W = 
CL, M$. On its part of the algorithm the processor i has a power pi kf R/z where z 
is the sequential execution time of II$ on processor i. Thus, CL=, pi is the total power 
of the heterogeneous network for the work splitting W= CL=, Fi$. 
Definition 3. We define the relative power of an heterogeneous network on the work 
splitting W = CL, & by 
def cr”=, pi 
#(P,P)=#(Pl,...,PN,P) = I 
P . 
#(Pl,..., PN, p) can be seen as the “equivalent number of Reference Processors” for 
the mapping of the algorithm in question. 
Proposition 1. S(N, RP) <#(p, p) 
Proof. Because of communication and latency: 
Thus, 
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Pi,,, 
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thus, Vi=1 ,..., N, -, wim, Pi , w. 
Pi,,, ’ 
Eq. (2) gives then the result. 0 
From Proposition 1, we would like to state the following definition of the efficiency: 
(3) 
Indeed, the bound #(p, p) is reached under the following conditions: 
l first, T(N) = maxiN=, z,‘, this means that there is no latency and the communications 
are totally overlapped by computations. 
l then, ‘dk = 1 , . . . , N, Tk = maxiN=, z. This means that the algorithm is perfectly load 
balanced. 
In this case, the efficiency (3) is 1. From Proposition 1, the efficiency Definition (3) 
is consistent, i.e., 0 <E(N) 6 1. 
However, the definition (3) is meaningful only in the case of networks (homo- 
geneous or heterogeneous) with processors on which the execution time depends only 
on the quantity of work but not on its type. In this case pi is constant. This is generally 
not true. The power pi depends on the type of work performed on processor i. In [20] 
a very similar efficiency definition is proposed, but we would like here to propose 
a definition independent on the mapping. Let us consider the following very simple 
example of two processors Proci and Procz. Each of them can perform two types 
of operations, let say additions and multiplications, with different time costs. Let us 
suppose that one addition costs one unit of time z on Proci, respectively, two r on 
Procz, and one multiplication costs two z on Proci, respectively, one r on Procz. These 
informations are contained in the following table of operation costs: 
costs Add 
Proci Cia = 1 
Proc2 l&=2 
Mult 
Qm=2 
C2m = 1 
Let us consider the execution on the network composed by Proci and Procz, of 
a program involving W, = 9 x lo6 additions and W, = 9 x lo6 multiplications, i.e., W = 
18 x lo6 floating operations. Let us define by wia the number of additions executed 
by Procr, respectively, wza by Procz and wim the number of multiplications executed 
by Proci, respectively, WZ,,, by Proq. The parallel execution time is minimum for 
the following repartition of the work (possible, for example, if all operations are 
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independent): 
W Add Mult 
Proq 
Proc2 
Wla=9X 106 wtm=O 
w&=0 Wzm=9X lo6 
This repartition yields a parallel execution time of 9 x lo6 r and the total power of 
the heterogeneous network of pT+pf = 2 operations per unit of time. Other load bal- 
anced repartitions of the work like 
W Add Mult 
Procl 
Proc2 
wla=6x lo6 wtm=3x 106 
W2a=3X106 w7,,,=6x lo6 
or, 
W Add Mult 
Proct 
Proq 
wra=O wrm=9x 106 
wza=9x 106 wzm=O 
yield lower performances (~1 + p2 = 5 and 1, respectively). 
The generalization of the speedup and efficiency notion on heterogeneous networks 
of heterogeneous processors needs a better work-cost modeling. This is the aim of 
the next part. 
3. Speedup upper bound 
In this part, we derive a speedup upper bound taking into account the mapping of 
the work. Our aim is not load balancing. Our aim is not to provide tools to compute 
the best mapping, considering the communication cost and the dynamic changes in 
program computation times. In [23] a performance prediction model taking into account 
the communication and the local workload of each processor is proposed, but it is 
essentially limited to weakly heterogeneous networks, i.e., networks of processors which 
differ only by their clock rate. In [lo], the study of the speedup of heterogeneous 
networks is based on task graph program models. This yield a precise and realistic 
description of the execution of an algorithm on a processor network. Unfortunately 
a general speedup upper bound cannot be easily derived from this model. Our aim is 
to replace the bound N in the efficiency definition (1) for homogeneous networks by 
a bound to be evaluated for heterogeneous networks (as in [20]). Just as for Amdahl’s 
law, we only search an ideal speedup upper bound. It is achieved for programs with no 
communication cost and no latency. Thus, we use a simple program model to compute 
this bound. In particular, we neglect communication cost and scheduling. This allows 
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us to propose a consistent efficiency definition: 0 <E(N) 9 1, 1 can be achieved under 
ideal circumstances. 
Let us suppose now that W can be decomposed into J different work types of differ- 
ent costs, i.e., W = zy=, Wj where Wj is the work quantity of type j to be performed. 
Let ci,j >0 be the unitary time cost for an operation of type j on the processor i: the ex- 
ecution time of wi,j operations of type j on the processor i is ci,jWi,j. The cost vector 
ci E UP of processor i is defined by: cj = ci,j. For our approach the processor i is 
simply modeled by its cost vector ci. The vector w E NJN represents the mapping of 
the work W. In order to find a bound of the speedup we just have to minimize the 
parallel execution time: 
(4) 
As we consider problems where the number of operations W is much larger than NJ 
(say W > lo6 NJ), we solve (4) with w E R, . JN Just as for the classical efficiency, our 
aim is to give an upper bound to the speedup, achieved only under certain optimal 
circumstances. 
If there is no latency, if all communications are overlapped by computation and all 
the work can be done in parallel, T(N) is minimal implies (applying the well-known 
exchange principle) that: Vi = 1 , . . . , N; G = T(N). We can produce a lower bound rll 
of the best parallel execution time for computing W (and thus a lower bound of T(N) 
and an upper bound for the speedup) in solving the following simplex: 
Wi,j b 0 
J 
T/gf Tt,g, cN,jwN,j with 
( 
ET=, Ci, jwi, j 
= zy=, cN,jwN,j, Vi=1 ,...,N - 1, 
CL, W&j = Wj, Vj=l,...,J. 
The first N - 1 equality constraints mean that Vi = 1, . . . , N - 1, 8 = TN, the J following 
equality constraints specify the work type quantity to be performed. Some precisions 
can be given for the resolution of (5) (e.g., see [21] for mathematical and practical 
aspects of linear programming). We can first remark that (5) is always feasible with 
for example: 
(6) 
Proposition 2. The simplex (5) has always a feasible basis of full rank N + J - 1. 
Proof. Let ci E RJ be the cost vector of processor i: cj = ci,j, Vj = 1,. . . , J, let C’ E 
~i”xJ, i = 1 , . . . , N be the N vectors of components (C’),j = 6i,kck, j (c’ =(d, 0, . . . , 0), 
C’=(O ,..., O,c’,O ,..., 0), CN =(0 ,..., O,cN)), let ej E RJ be the J canonical 
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vectors (e/ = 6ij) and Ej E RNxJ, j = 1 , . . . , J the J vectors of components (Ej)i, [ = Sj, 
(Ej = (ej,. . . , ej)), we can now rewrite the linear problem (5) as 
Wi, j 2 0, 
Aw=b, 
where the (N+ J - 1) x NJ simplex constraint matrix A in (5) is composed by the line 
vectors C’ - CN, i = 1 ,..., N - 1 and Ej, j= l,..., J: 
A= 
c’ - CN 
C2-cN 
cN-’ _ CN 
E’ 
E2 
EJ 
= 
c’ 0 . . . 0 _p 
. *. . . . . 0 i 
0 . . . 0 cN-’ +N 
e1 e1 . . . e1 e’ 
e2 e2 . . . e2 e2 
. . . . . . . . . 
eJ eJ . . . eJ eJ 
and b= 
0 
0 
W’ 
W2 
WJ 
If NJ>0 then NJ - (N + J - 1) = (N - l)(J - l)>O. Thus, the feasible simplex (5) 
always has a feasible basis of full rank if the vectors C’ - CN, i = 1,. . . , N - 1 and 
Ej, j=l , . . . , J are linearly independent (Rank(A) = (N + J - 1)). Let ;li and ZJ.j be 
(N + J - 1) real numbers such that: 
N-l 
C /li(C’ - CN) + 6 pjE’=O, 
i=l j=l 
YkOE{l,..., N- 1)x(1 ,..., J}, &ck,l+p[=O, 
H (7) 
VZE{~,...,J}, -CL;’ licN,Z + Z.ll = 0. 
From the first line of (7) (and ci,j >O) we can conclude that if the vectors are dependent 
thenV(k,Z)E{l,..., N-1)x(1,... ,J}, pl&<O, and ckl= -p[/Ak. From the second 
line of (7) we then have VZ E { 1 , . . . , J}, cN,[ = PI/ CL;’ Ai. The last equation is not 
possible because cN,r > 0, VZ E { 1,. . . , J}. Thus, Rank(A) = (N + J - 1). 0 
An important case in the study of (5) concerns the configuration where all the 
feasible points are optimal, i.e., the simplex is totally degenerated. 
Proposition 3. The simplex (5) is totally degenerated ifs the vectors ci, Vi = 1,. . . ,N 
are two by two linearly dependent. 
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Proof. Let us consider w” the feasible point (6) of (5). All feasible points w are 
in the space (w” + ker(A)) n { w, Wi,j 20). Since all components of w” are positive, 
V,w~ker(A) (=Ra(A*)l), 3>0, (W’+EW)E {w, wi,~>O}, i.e., V/w~Ra(4*)~, 3&>0, 
w” + EW is feasible. 
If we suppose that the simplex (5) is totally degenerated then 
VW E Ra(A*)‘, %>O, (CN,Wo+EWjR~~=(CN,Wo)~~~~ + (CN,W)R,~~=O. 
Hence, CN E Ra(A*), and we can conclude that the vectors C’, C2,. . . , CN, E’, E2,. . . , 
EJ are linearly dependent. Using the same arguments as in the demonstration of 
Proposition 2 we can state that 
3li, i= 1 ,..., N, 3,Uj, j=l,..., J, Iui Ci,j = - xi’ 
Thus, Vi=1 ,..., N,c’=-l/&(pi ,..., pi). 
The reciprocal is now simple: if the cost vectors are two by two linearly dependent 
then Zl&>O,i=l,..., N,3~j>0,j=19...Y J, ci,j = ,aj/;li. This implies that the vectors 
c’, c2 , . . . , CN, E’, E2,. , . , EJ are linearly dependent. Thus the vectors C’ - CN, 
c2 - CN , . . ., CN, E’, E2,. . . , EJ are also linearly dependent. Since the vectors 
C.’ - CN, C2 - CN,. . . , CN-’ - CN, E’, E2,. . . , EJ are linearly independent, we can 
conclude that CN E Ra(A*) and that the simplex (5) is totally degenerated. 0 
Definition 4. A processor network will be said “weakly heterogeneous” for performing 
the work W = x,!=l Wj if the N processor cost vectors c’, c2,. . . , cN are two by two 
linear dependent. This is true in practice if the processors differ only by their clock 
rate. If they are all identical, the network is homogeneous. 
If the network is weakly heterogeneous then ‘dw E [w NJ feasible point of (5) #(p, p) = 
CL=, Wi/pTII = W/pTii is constant. If for simplification we suppose that, Vi = 1,. . . , N, 
c’=c/& where c=(c~,Q,..., CJ) is the RP cost vector, then VW E [wNJ feasible point 
of (5): Vi=l,..., N, Tli = )$I Cjwi,j/li, thus CL=, AiT1 = xi”=, cj CL=, Wi,j) hence 
Xi”=, 4 = T,,,(WIT~l. 
Proposition 4. The following EfJiciency dejnition is consistent (O<E(N) < 1, E(N) 
= 1 implies no latency, totally overlapped communications, perfect and optimal load 
balancing). 
l The problem (5) is solvable simply by a simplex algorithm. Let w,Tj be an optimal 
solution, then let y* = Cf=, wlyj and p” = T*lTii. We have 
S(N, RP) < T,eq(RP) = #@T, .. . ,p;,p). 
Tll 
In this case the efficiency is de$ned by 
E(N) = 
S(N, Rf’) 
HP;, . . . ,P;,P)’ 
(8) 
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l In the weakly heterogeneous network case, (we suppose for simpl$cation that 
ci,j = cj//%i where c = (~1, ~2,. , . , CJ) is the RP cost vector) 
E(N) = 
S(N, RP) 
xi”=, J-i 
yielding a simple generalization of the classical Speedup and Eficiency dejinitions. 
Note that E(N) does not depend on the RP, i.e., does not depend on p: 
E(N) = 
T,eq(RP) W 
T(N)#(p:, . . ., P;, P) = T(N) cf, I” ’ 
The homogeneous case corresponds to li = 1, Vi = 1,. . . ,N. The well-known bound N 
is thus given by the previous proposition as a particular case of the results on the weakly 
heterogeneous networks. In the case of strongly heterogeneous network the proposed 
bound for the speedup depends on the work type to be done. This is simply explained 
by the fact that the potential gain obtained by the heterogeneousness depends on the al- 
gorithm. This is not the case for weakly heterogeneous networks. Unlike [lo], taking 
the fastest processor as RP, a speedup can be said superlinear (E(N) > 1) even if it is 
lower than the number of processors (just consider a weakly heterogeneous network 
with Ii = 1, Vi# 1, Ai<l). 
4. Experiments using PVM 
4.1. Star modeling with Monte-Carlo techniques 
A radiative transfer Monte-Carlo-like code for star modeling was parallelized with 
PVM on a small (Token Ring) dedicated workstation network (see [3,4] for the astro- 
physical fundamentals and [S] for the implementation). We used three RS6000 model 
320, one 560 and one 550 for five million photons. The RS6000 320 was chosen 
as RP. Our network was considered as weakly heterogeneous, i.e., the cost vectors 
were supposed to be two by two linear dependent. This is probably justified because 
these processors are all RISC processors of the same family. #(p*, p) represents here 
the equivalent number of RS6000 320 processors our network. The sequential execution 
time depends linearly on the number of photons. We obtained for 1 million photons: 
Model T,,,(model) ~,,(320)/L-,(model) 
320 3023 s 1 
550 1450 s 2.1 
560 1206 s 2.5 
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As we suppose that c560/&6s = c~~‘/&~o = c3*‘, we have 
E&6o = T,,,(320)/7&,(560) N 2.5 and ;Isso = &,(320)/Z&(550) N 2.1. 
We can thus compute #(p*, p): e.g., in the following array, we have for N =4, 
three 320 and one 560, #(p*, p) = 3 + 2.5 = 5.5. We can see in the following that 
S(ww~#(P*,P). 
N and N Time S(N, RP) VP*, P) 
1: one 320 14 995 1.00 1 
2: two 320 7648 1.96 2 
3: three 320 5111 2.93 3 
4: three 320, one 560 2775 5.40 5.5 
5: three 320, one 560, one 550 2100 7.14 7.6 
We see in this example that N<S(N, RP)<#(p*,p) in the case of heterogeneous 
networks. Thus, the classical efficiency (1) would yield inconsistent results in this case: 
E(N) = S(N, RP)/N > I, whereas S(N, RP)/#(p*,p) is always slightly less than 1. 
We just want to add the simple following remark on the error introduced when 
the network is considered weakly heterogeneous even although it is not. In such case, 
we use for #(p*, p) the sum ‘& iii with ii = Z&(RP)/Geq(i), where T&i) is the 
sequential execution time on the processor i for computing the work W. Thus #(p*, p) 
is set to T,,,(RP)Cf?, l/Geq(i). Let us now consider 
Wi wj 
wi j = -, 
W 
then we have 
pi&q(i) w . 
The vector Wi,j is a feasible solution of (5) iff 
N 
Vi=1 ,..., N, 7;:=Fll and Vj=l,..., J,gWi,j=Wj 
5 ++Vi=l,...,N, lJ’i= W- 
Tseq(i) 
and 5 FF’i = W, 
i=l 
Fll %Vi=l,...,N, E’i= W- 
T=,(i) 
and F,, 5 1 
I 
zeq(i) = 1. 
i=l 
If we choose 
(9) 
Tseq(i) Tll and ‘v’i=l,...,N, IFi= W- 
T,,(i)’ 
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then Wi,i defined in (9) is a feasible solution of (5). Obviously Fll > Tll . We have 
jj=w=z 
T,,,(i) Tll 
and we can state that 
d&1 R;./FII 
#~,p)=#(P,,...,P,,p)= 
= T,qWf’) d T,,,(W 
= w*, P). 
P Tll Tll 
Thus, computing the efficiency using #(j, p) as in the previous application (i.e. sup- 
posing the network being weakly heterogeneous) produces optimistic efficiency if the 
network is not really weakly heterogeneous. 
4.2. Experiments on a strongly heterogeneous network 
We use in the following example a network of five DEC-Alpha workstations which 
are considered as a single computational resource and one MasPar (MPl-8192 proces- 
sors). A program was especially designed for this heterogeneous architecture. It is built 
of two types of work: a dot product of two double precision vectors and a Laplacian 
matrix vector product using integer on 2 bytes. The second type of work is much 
better executed on the MasPar since it involves only neighborhood communications 
on the grid of processors (see [9] for an implementation on a similar SIMD machine: 
the CM2). On the other hand, the dot product is well designed for superscalar architec- 
tures such as the DEC-Alpha processor. Because our work is essentially designed for 
the performance measurement of large size problems, we consider 14000 Laplacian 
matrix vector products and 20000 dot products. In the following array, we present 
the execution time on each computational resources. Let us remark that we had to use 
PVM to implement the program on the “five DEC-Alpha” network. 
Program\resource T(MasPar) T(5 Alpha) 
14 000 Laplacians 4.99 s 16.37 s 
20000 Dots 9.91 s 4.29 s 
14000 Lanlacians + 20000 Dots 15.23 s 21.10s 
In order to use the formulas obtained in Section 3, we have first to define the different 
types of work computed by our program. We could have used the classical operations 
(+, -, x , /) for short integers and double precision reals, but this does not correspond 
to the granularity of our parallelization. We prefer to define the following two types of 
work: the first is the Laplacian matrix vector product of dimension 8192 using short 
integers, the second is the double precision dot of length 8192. Even if the previous 
definition of the types of work is not as precise as it could be (and thus will yield 
optimistic efficiencies), we think it is sufficient to give a good idea of the efficiency of 
the implementation, Moreover, in such a hardware configuration (here two quite large 
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computational resources), the only reasonable parallelism is to divide the program in 
coarse grain tasks distributed among the processors. 
Using the measurements hown in the previous table, we can give the following cost 
for each considered type of work. 
Work\resource MasPar 5 Alpha 
Laplacian 
Dot 
3.5610-4 s 1.1710-3 s 
4.9610-4 s 2.1510-4 s 
We then solve the simplex (5), with WLar’acia” = 14000, WDot = 20000, and 
CMasPar, Laplacian, CMasPar,Dot 2 c5 Alpha, Laplacian, c5 Atpha,nOt given in the previous array. 
We obtain for TIN = 4.82 s, with the mapping (WMasPar,Lap&ian = 1355 1.77, n+&&,r,u,,t = 0, 
W5 Alpha,Laplacian = 448.23, W5 Alpha,Dot = 20 000). We have thus #(p*, PMaspar) = 3.15, 
#(P*, P5 Alpha) =437. 
Now, we consider two extremal mappings of the program on our heterogeneous 
network. 
Mapping 
Task 
Laplacian 
Dot 
Time 
S(N, MasPar) 
S(N, 5 Alpha) 
E(N) 
5 Alpha MasPar 5 Alpha MasPar 
14 000 0 0 14000 
0 20 000 20 000 0 
17.7 s 6s 
0.86 2.54 
1.19 3.52 
0.27 0.80 
We can first note that, on this strongly heterogeneous network, the program execution 
time obtained in the second mapping multiplied by the number of computational re- 
sources (here two) is smaller than the program execution time on each computational 
resource: 2 x 6 s < 15.23 s and Q 21.10 s. Such behavior cannot happen in a weakly het- 
erogeneous network. This simply means that the heterogeneousness has been relatively 
good exploited. We can also remark in this example that the formulas obtained in 
Section (3) are simply extended when components of the computer network are them- 
selves parallel machine: the usual term “sequential time” has just to be replaced by 
“execution time” on the component. 
5. Conclusions 
A consistent efficiency definition can be simply generalized to heterogeneous net- 
works. The sequential time is measured on a Reference Processor RP. In Amdahl’s 
law, the number of processors N has just to be replaced by an equivalent number of 
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RP. Natural formulas can be derived when the processors differ only by their clock 
rates for the considered algorithm. However, when the processors are significantly dif- 
ferent, a simple linear operation cost model provides an adequate speedup upper bound. 
On large size problems, the different computation tasks are generally well defined, i.e., 
the different types of work can be specified. In this case, the speedup upper bound can 
be simply evaluated through a linear programming problem. This generalized efficiency 
has been applied to parallel applications using PVM on both weakly and strongly het- 
erogeneous networks. 
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